
 

The minimal appearance of each materials brings natural tone and textures to the space. The use of the 
contrasting materials, such as panelled wood and cast steel generate a balance in the environment, giving 
more depth and layers to the space. Also, all the materials create an uniformity with the materials used for 
the interior space of the building.

Walnut Laminated Timber Stainless Steel Cast Steel

:: INSPIRATION AND CONCEPT

The furnitures and fixtures are modern and minimal. They add compelling details to the space with natural 
tones and textures that enhance the atmostphere and the overall outdoor experience. 

Nature and Mountainside Cottage
The main objective of the design is to create a nature-infused relaxing space where people can feel rested 
and recharged while eating and socializing.

:: SITE

5918 N Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, CA 90042

:: OUTDOOR DINING SPACE
Once the visitors come out of the building, they instantly engage with the outdoor pavilion. It is an inviting dining space, designed for 
people to sit and enjoy their food and drinks. The space feels open and bright with natural light, yet some might find it compact to 
some extent due to its placement next to the parking lot. The wooden poles and high bar tables act as dividing elements that differ-
enciate the dining area from the parking space and enhance dining experience. The rhythmically flowing design of the roof plays with 
light and shadow, adding a dynamic visual component to the space. 
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:: MATERIALS

:: FURNITURES

Highland Park is a historic, suburban neighborhood with an urban inclination. It is currently an up and coming diverse community 
where variety of small businesses, restaurants and coffee shops are neighboring. Triple Beam Pizza is located in the heart of this 
community and is placed in a small building structure accompanied with other diner and wine bar. It is a popular spot where many 
populations visit casually to dine and socialize. 


